Leg Styles

- Sightline
- Rectangle
- U Leg
- Split Trestle
- X Base
**NOTE:** Do not over torque screws.

1. **10-24 #2**
   - 4x
   - .312"

2. **10-24 #2**
   - 8x
   - .312"

3. **2x**
   - Align
   - Pull together tightly

4. **M6 #2**
   - 4x
   - 25 mm

Attach to all legs

Countersink Up
NOTE: Steps 4-7 are for two-piece tops only.
NOTE: For worksurfaces longer than 114" with a trestle or split trestle base.
Refer to pages 9 and 10 for power routing options
Single Harness - No Tray

1/4" Min.

Single Harness - with Tray

5/8"

Small Double Harness

1/4" Max.
Route through any leg and out through bottom
When reaching a Dual Lock on the Forbo, stick another piece of Dual Lock to the base at the same location and fasten Forbo to base.

Align to base and snap clips into place sliding down length of base

Position to end of stretcher
TRESTLE + X BASE FORBO APPLICATION

U-BASE FORBO APPLICATION
Fit to joint tightly